
Activity #3
Trees

(Match each clue with the correct common name*, and write the given letter in the box to reveal the secret tree)

Ash-leaved Maple E

green tennis-ball fruit contains edible oily nut-meat; leaf scar described as a monkey face Big-toothed Aspen A

Black Cherry N

Black Walnut M

Eastern Red Cedar A

Eastern White Pine T

wind-pollinated tree; young bark smooth, light colored, often with greenish hue Gray Birch T

Northern Red Oak E

spicy tree with blue fruit on red stem; leaves of three different shapes Paper Birch H

Pin Oak N

bark can be folded into watertight containers or used with great success for fire-starting Pitch Pine R

Red Maple U

sweet sap of this species cherished by many New Englanders Red Pine C

Sassafras Blank

Silver Maple C

early flowering tree of both wetlands and uplands; leaves often conspicuously red in fall Sugar Maple S

Swamp White Oak I

Made by Josh Fecteau 4/2013

Secret Tree: Prior to 1900, this was a prevalent, mast-producing tree of eastern US forests.

evergreen of old fields, esp. in southern New England; lower branches often browsed by 
White-tailed Deer

an Acer species with compound leaves

member of Pinus genus with three needle-like leaves per bundle; spine-tipped cone scales

member of Quercus genus associated with wetlands; leaves not bristle-tipped; fruit with 1-
3” stalks

perhaps the earliest flowering tree in New England; found naturally along rivers, but often 
planted in towns

blossoms in white finger-like racemes; purple/black fruit eaten by many birds and mammals 
(inc. humans)

member of Pinus genus with two needle-like leaves per bundle; needles snap cleanly

birds, forest mammals, weevils, and (with processing) even some humans eat the mast of 
this large tree

pioneer tree with dark chevrons on off-white bark; tiny seeds enjoyed by goldfinches and 
siskins

member of Quercus genus featuring small fruit with a shallow, saucer-shaped cap

member of Pinus genus with five needle-like leaves per bundle; tallest known tree in New 
England

*Scientific names for each of the trees mentioned can be found by checking my Plainville Tree Finder.

Visit http://joshfecteau.com for more quizzes, activities, and nature-based content.  
Email josh@joshfecteau.com with comments or questions.


